MILE. Partnerships
1. Fiat regulated half-government exchange with 50B+ USD of daily trading volume
in BRICS region:
a. Allow international clients to store and transfer value in a stable asset instead of
volatile local fiat currency.
b. Open global crypto trading.
2. Intergovernmental business/lobbyist organization (28 countries involved):
a. Establish an international financial-trading market, where financial, trading and
industrial corporations can evaluate, tokenize, trade and collaterize their offline
assets.
b. Avoid political sanctions and invest in the most profitable countries.
3. Half-government market of government-business partnerships:
a. Establish an international market of capitalization of governmental and municipal
contracts (factoring).
b. 2017 trading volume was about 30B USD.
4. Intergovernmental community with 1B+ people involved:
a. Establish an international trading and financing/investments market.
b. Establish a non-fiat tool for value storage and transfer.
c. Make local branches able to print money via global consensus.
d. Cut the cost and time for the cross-border payments/remittance.
5. Government bank in BRICS region:
a. Allow foreign investors to invest money in fast developing country
and profitable business, avoiding the political sanctions.
6. Big financial-industrial groups in BRICS region:
a. Stealth-mode uncensored capital storage and transfer.
7. Crypto-exchanges from China, Korea and Europe with up to 100M USD
of daily trading volume:
a. List volatile cryptos against XDR. That will make XDR coinmarketcap volume 1B+
USD per day this autumn.
b. Buying master-nodes to mint XDRs by themselves via transparent emission
algorithm (unlike USDT).
c. Buying MILE to issue more XDRs via transparent algorithm (unlike USDT).
d. Hedging tool while the market is red.
e. Get rid of banks and regulators (e.g. shift from fiat-crypto to crypto-crypto).
f. Make global expansion easier. XDR is an international index which is calculated
daily to all local currencies
(http://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/data/rms_sdrv.aspx).
g. Make cross-border arbitrage.
8. Chinese, Korean, European, African and Russian fiat-crypto exchange services:
a. Send big cross-border transactions 100 times faster and easier than using BTC
or USDT.
b. Hedge while crypto market is red.
c. One of those Chinese market have 100M USD daily remittance volume.
9. Senegal offline remittance/exchange:
a. Send small cross-border remittance transactions from EU labour migrants back
home.
b. Buy used cars and electronics from EU.
c. Trade rice, fish and other resources with neighbour countries.
10. The Brazilian-Russian Chamber of Commerce and Industry and Mile Unity Foundation
have signed the agreement on collaboration in the field of blockchain-technology. The
Brazilian-Russian Chamber of Commerce and Industry unites Brazilian and Russian
companies with the intention to develop business dialogue between two countries.

